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Green Building Innovations Are a Competitive Advantage for 
Hotels in the Tourism Industry
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Abstract: This research aims to discover whether or not green building design innovations are supplying an
advantage for hotels in the tourism sector. It will also examine how various elements, such as tourists, the
environment, the embedded contexts (hotels) in various products and other tourism products relate to each
other. Finally, it will also highlight the importance of green building approaches in hotel construction in crafting
tourism experiences. In other words, the study focuses on measuring and comparing the perceptions of tourists
regarding the green building design advantages of hotels while also measuring the satisfaction level of tourists
with green building design and green decorative aspects of the property. 
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INTRODUCTION In the competitive hotel industry, are there green

With a specific end goal to secure new innovative required? Does green building have an influence on
capacities and investigate new business methodologies, tourists’ choice of hotel accommodation? Does green
while remaining productive in to the future, businesses building persuade customers to recommend the hotel to
must look towards innovation. The current business their friends?
environment can be described by quick change, numerous Natural tourism products, the development of
client necessities and fierce competition. These elements supplementary natural resources, green establishments
push organizations to develop, keeping in mind their end and product developments and limiting tourism volumes
goal to meet client necessities and present new products are all investigatedwhile discussing product innovations
and/or practices [1]. In sum, organizations are more [7]. Aldebert et al., (2011) [8] refers to three types of
aggressive with regard to innovation because of the innovation in tourism that must be considered: product
present  mercilessly competitive business environment innovation, process innovation and marketing innovation.
[2]. While being vital for organizations, innovation Product innovation is defined as the introduction of a
additionally assumes an indispensable part in adding to good or service that is new or considerablyimproved with
the economy by creating competiveness within industry, respect to its features or intended function. Process
enhancing the expectation  for  everyday  comforts  and innovation is characterized by implementation of a modern
by and large improving personal satisfaction [3, 4]. or significantly improved production or distribution
Innovation is a consistent process; a process that helps method and marketing innovation is the implementation of
countries boost productivity and sustainable growth [5]. a new marketing techniqueinvolving majorchanges to
It can be reasoned that innovation, being an essential product design or packaging, product placement, product
competitive instrument for all organizations, commercial promotion or pricing. 
enterprises and nations, amplifies effectiveness and These three types of innovation are inherently
profitability and helps them to enter  new  markets or related to one another. For example, building new hotels
grow the current business sector [6]. Correspondingly, with the methods of green building or renovating old
economic impetuses push all tourism firms and agents to hotels by method of green building is a product
initiate or emulate new products/services and production innovation. Correspondingly, the product promotion and
processes [7]. pricing of this new or renovated green hotel can be seen

building advantages? Are green building designs
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as a marketing innovation and the effect on the tourism experience  is  conveyed to others may make the
industry. Nowadays it has become so competitive among experience  itself  seem  more  important  because of the
industry players, that how the industry adapts and reacts way is has been elevated [19]. In some contexts tourism
to these product and marketing innovations is the impetus experiences are not treated and thought about  in  the
for process innovations. same way.

Tourism is one of the main development areas of the Tourism is one of the fastest growing industries
worldwide economy, getting billions of dollars every year worldwide, acquiring billions of dollars every year in
in the developing world and transporting a huge number developing nations. It transports a huge number of
of individuals globally, however the tourism business' individuals globally each year. This vast movement of
development during this time has caused greater stress on people and expansion of development hasn't been without
the environment in that is uses a great deal of energy impact on the environment. Case in point, as a
notwithstanding the fact that the industry generates large consequence of expanding tourism in Goa, India,
amounts of revenue. engineers built a few hotels. The hotels were soon using

Green development and sustainable operations are up to 66,000 gallons of water every day from wells and
getting to be more well known in the hotel business, other nearby sources. A considerable amount of the wells
however developers  and  administrators  alike  must and waterways the local community depended on went
consider that shoppers' present interest in green inn dry. This is a typical issue in regions where tourism runs
operation could potentially wind down, as it has into the limits of an area's natural resources [20].
happened before [9]. With green concepts, green Tourism that is focused on nature and based on
accommodation gives purchasers green products and environmental practices is a modern phenomenon known
services by utilizing eco-friendly facilities[10]. Green as eco-tourism. Eco-tourism is growing rapidly. Within the
Hotels commit themselves to sparing energy and water United States alone, forty-three million tourists consider
and diminishing solid waste, keeping in mind that their themselves to eco-tourists. Due to this large and growing
end goal is to minimize the effect on environment as a number, there is now a quickly expanding market for
whole [11-13]. environmentally friendly options in the tourism industry.

Building green hotels specifically is developed in the Aside from growing market demands, many hotel
design phase (construction) of the hotel and the green operators have recognized the growing toll their
service is not included in it. Hotels designed with green businesses are taking on the environment and have
characteristics in mind, seem to show noticeable begun working toward reducing it. These environmentally
improvements in the health and productivity of people friendly practices correspond well with the growing
working in them. Also green building design can be seen popularity of eco-tourism matching tourism and
as an innovation in the tourism industry by preparing environmental sustainability [20].
hotels that are environmentally friendly at the lowest cost The  heating  and  cooling systems of hotels and
for the tourism industry while generating more benefit for other accommodation can have large and expensive
owners. energy requirements. However there are many options

Literature as simple things like insulation or changing a thermostat
Tourist  Industry:  Tourism  is  in  the   business of setting, or more complex options like creating passive
selling experiences experiences[14-18]. However solar heating, help to reduce energy costs. [20]. Reducing
experiences are hard to understand because of their energy costs is the place that hotels can play the main
existential nature. They are felt personally and differently role in reducing tourism impacts. Designing energy-
by each individual. Experiences are also multi- efficient hotels with this in mind from the start can have a
dimensional. They can come from particular activities, the huge impact. 
environment and the social contexts of the activities Most studies about buyer habits in the retail industry
themselves. have concentrated on the substantial components of the

The word ‘experience’ itself has many different shopping environment [21-26]. There is a void in
meanings. Witnessing and reporting experiences to others hospitality research relative to identifying and measuring
can change the importance of the experience itself. the dimensions of the guests’ hotel experience even as
Experiences can be conveyed in several ways; hotels are aware of the need to create value for their
highlighted, talked about and praised in writing.) How the guests in the form of experiences.

available to alleviate this expense. Design strategies such
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Innovation in Tourism: Similar to many other products, careful consideration to green issues. They will now be
the hotel business has become an even more segmented more concerned about relationship betweenenvironmental
market. The importance of hotel design has risen out of performance, lackingresources, validity in the public’s
this segmentation. [27]. Innovations in design have eye, oppressivelaws and incomeissues [41-43]. In order to
changed the outside and inside of hotels [28]. Unique maintain industry competitiveness and save money hotels
hotels in ship, plane, fish, ball, castle and jail designs have must limit their waste and energy consumption. [44-46].
appeared in different tourist locales around the world. Most hotel companies have organizational environmental
Many industry players concurthat "good" design isas policies and they give individual hotel properties and
important to their bottom line as the quality of their employees guidelines for advancing and executing
service and character [27, 29,30]. Environmental environmental programs. 
psychology findings as well as reports from hotel A good time for the hotel manager to think about
operators and designers, have found that the physical these costs and how sources of consumption can be
environment has a direct effect on human behavior. [31]. reduced is before the hotel even gets started. Hotels’
Using environmental psychology’s suppositions, Kotler, buildings can play major role in decreasing costs for hotel
(1973) concludedthat in consumer settings physical chains and customers at the same time. It can also be
environment influences the behavior of individuals [32]. beneficial for both parties simultaneously due to its green
Bitner, (1992) goes further, giving a title to this settings design.
and uses the term ‘service scape’ to illustratethe physical Green aspects have taken on greater significancein
environment in which services take place [33]. Dube et al., the travel services sector [47]. This has resulted in
(2000)conducted a survey in which respondents ranked substantial stress on resources and means that
hotel architecture and design as one of the top ten environmentalism is essential to the idea of sustainable
attributes driving their decision to stay in a particular tourism. A rise in the number of green hotels is the result
hotel [34]. Rasnleyand Ingram, (2001)state that both inside of this focus on environmentalism. To increase eco-
and outside design can enhance or diminish a property's tourism green characteristics are fundamental for these
appeal [27]. hotels’ success [48, 49]. Managers have been left to

Rasnleyand Ingram (2001), revealed the monetary implement green practices [50].
gains or losses of good hotel design [27]. Essentially, The hospitality industry is responsible for 2% of the
Siguaw and Enz (1999), in the wake of inspecting a portion world’s CO  emissions. Because hotels typically consume
of the best practices in the lodging business, more energy than residential buildings, there is potential
demonstrated that the structural style of a hotel did have to implement energy reduction measures. Subsequently,
an effect on the gainfulness and success of the hotel. green building or Near Zero Energy Building (NZEB) ideas
They accepted that hotels with remarkable engineering would help to diminish this measurement and enormously
methodologies and plans had the capacity to raise the add to a lodging's green profile [51]. An included profit of
normal day by day rate and increase the number of green structures or NZEB structures is that hotel visitors
bookings [35]. can experience them first hand and learn how specific

For hotels to be successful, innovation and plans and specialized arrangements can likewise be re-
renovation are essential [36]. According to Hassanien, created in their homes. As Hall, (2000:41) [52] asserts:
(2006) the first two, of the eight reasons forcing hotels to ‘A sustainable tourism industry requires a
renovate are to keep up with competitors and to sustainor commitment by all parties involved in the planning
grow market share by pleasingpresent or future customers process to sustainable development principles. Only
[36]. through such widespread commitment can the long-term

Environment in Tourism: Organizations’ and as cultural and political goals be attained’ [52].
supervisors’ knowledge of environmental practices has There are added complications to sustainable
risen due to the increase in number of environment laws development in the travel industry in any location. There
and pressure from the market [37, 38]. As hotels work is a natural contradiction between wanting to meet
twenty-four-seven with customers and staff using a commercial demands of quick returns for investors and tax
significant amount of water, energy, and non-durable revenue for governments and the demand of the tourists
items[29, 40], hotels face expanding pressure to give who want to see an undestroyed natural environment.

2

integration of social, environmental and economic, as well
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Here is a natural contradiction between the danger of There is a vastdifference between "green building
destroying the environment (what the tourists come to
see) and the commercial imperatives (both in terms of
quick returns for investors and governments’ desire to
generate tax revenues). This contradiction creates political
complications for the development of sustainable tourism
in any destination [53].

In any industry there is a artless dichotomy between
those involved in supply and demand, but there is a
propensity for travel destinations regardless of their
financial circumstances (advanced, restructuring, post-
con?ict, post-colonial, etc.) to recognize that green
advancement ought to surpass stakeholder needs and the
demands of the supply chain. Areas that have an ever
more increasing interest in tourism due to their
geography, location, politics or economy, have taken the
chief position in the needs vs. satisfaction equation [54].

Importance of Green Building Hotel Development: The
term "green building hotels" defineshotels that are
working towards all aspects of environmental
sustainability including the efficient use of water, energy
and other resources without compromising the quality of
their services. The benefits of greenness include
diminished costs and liabilities, high returns on low risk
investments, increased profits and increased cash flows.
The recognition of these benefits has grown the
popularity of environmental development.

Although hotel developers and executivesmay feel
that the current emphasis on “green hotel" expansionis
just a passing craze, it seems that presently, consumers’
undoubtedmandate for hotels that meet the requirements
for construction an operation in agreement with the
standards established by the U.S. Green Building Council
will continue [56]. Not only are consumers making
demands, governments are also starting to mandate
reduced energy consumption and emission. The so-called
‘LEED standards’ (Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design) and ISO 14000 are the foundation
of the certification for qualifying structures. Building a
green lodging used to have high expenses, but current
research demonstrates that the expense of building to
LEED standards is not higher than standard methods.
Additionally LEED structuresare healthier for occupants
and less expensive to operate. Buildings can be retrofitted
to save energy, yet it’s ideal to construct green hotels
from the start. To encourage this early adoption, many
governments offer incentives for energy-saving
construction and operation, but these incentives may be
eliminated over time [9].

designed hotels" and: green hotels. Green hotels provide
tourists green products and services by using
environmentalfacilities [10]. Green hotels with safety and
health in mind, encourage green management and
consumption, conservationism and resource preservation
[55]. Green Hotels are committed to saving energy and
water and decreasing solid waste, in order to lessentheir
influenceon the environment [11-13].

As  it  mentioned,  I  urge  hoteliers   to  consider
green  development  simply  because  it  is  cheaper  and
more efficient to build green from the start than it is to
retrofit. Certainly retrofits are worth the effort, but I
address my remarks in this section about new
construction.

LEED  Certificate  and  ISO14000  Environmental
Management Standards (EMS): LEED standards have
become the widely-accepted benchmarkin the
construction industry [9, 56, 57].

To achieve LEED certification building designers
“earn” points for achievement in numerous categories.
Areas where LEED points can be earned include:
Sustainable sites (such as redevelopment of brownfields
6 and locations near public transportation), Water
efficiency (ordinary water proficiency measures can
lessen water utilization by 30%), Energy and atmosphere
(lower energy usage will lessen the amount of air
pollutants and greenhouse gases emitted), Materials and
resources (utilizing reused building items and reusing
disposed of redesign materials) and Indoor air quality
(building materials and furnishings that releaseair
pollutants correlate with numerous health problems),
Design innovation (use of new technologies to reduce
energy utilization or attainother forms of sustainability is
rewarded). I argue that there is no reason not to use LEED
standards, given that there is little or no cost, a
speedyreturn on investment and long-term savings [56].

In general, ISO14000 is designed to help
organizations to first, decrease the negative influence of
their operations on the environment (i.e. cause
unfavorable changes to air, water, or land), second, to be
in accordance with relevantlaws, policiesand other eco-
friendly guidelinesand third, third, persistently enhance
their green administration methods[58]. The putting into
practice of ISO14000, a pollution regulation system, in an
organization is primarily to expand green awareness of its
staff instead of stipulating which equipment and facilities
to use [59].
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Cole et al., (2008) defines environmental auditing as, Hotel operators are the ones responsible for paying
“a systematic, documented, periodic and objective review
of facility operations and practices related to meeting
environmental requirements” [60]. 

Green Building Design Benefits for Hotels: Eco-friendly
buildings have been proven to show marked improvement
in the general health and productivity of their inhabitants.
Some  of  the  positive  aspects  of  green  building  design
for  for  the  people  occupying  them  include  better
siting (e.g., avoiding locating air intakes next to outlets
such as parking garages); better use of daylight (e.g.,
more natural light, better use of shade, less glare);
upgradedtemperature control and improved ventilation;
using less poisonous substances; and use of low-
emission adhesives, sealants, paints, carpets and other
materials [9]. There are other benefits of green buildings
that conventional buildings do not offer. The financial
gains of environmental design are between fifty and
seventy dollars per square foot in a LEED building, which
is more than ten times the addedexpenditures created by
eco-friendly building. Other financial benefits include
lower energy consumption, lower waste and water costs,
reduced emissions costs and decreased operational and
maintenance costs and conversely, increased
efficiencyand well-being [9].

In the retail sector, the rate of managers who have
embraced green practices in the lion's share of their
building undertakings rose from 18% in 2011 to 38% this
year. In 2015, this number is expected to rise to 52%.
Similarly, hotel owners are more interested in investing in
in eco-friendly building. Hotel owners that adopted green
practices in the majority of their construction projects
rose from 28% in 2011 to 48% in 2013. It is expectedto
increase to 64% by 2015 [61].

The Green structures are a safe bet as investors and
lenders more often would rather make “safer” investments
without the hidden costs of complying with
environmental policies. Butler, (2008)mentions that, green
construction will become a safety precaution against
contingent liabilities. He also mentions that it is possible
to lose customers and guest loyalty forever if hotels are
not as green as their competition. Additionally in his
research he reveals that in tourism there is considerable
evidence that hotel customers are already expecting
hotels to be green by stating that hotel guests are willing
to participate in their hotel’s environmentally friendly
programs [9].

for the hotels' electricity consumption. This fact leads
Butler, (2008)to highlight that, many utility companies,
developers and even sellers have green projects and
responsibilities that can give advantages to the
developer's bottom line. He sees green building design as
a way to reduce expenses for hotel operators [9]. 

Research completed by McGraw-Hill Construction,
(2014)found annual operating cost reductions, by 66% for
retail owners (at an average reduction of 8%) and by 51%
for hotel owners (at an average reduction of 1%)…., The
report also found that 58% of retail owners and 67% of
hotel owners had an average energy reduction of 15%.
Finally asset value increases were reported by 61% of
retail owners (at an average increase of 7%) and by 71%
of hotel owners (at an average reduction of 11%) [61]. 

While energy efficiency is a key consideration
behind engagement in green building ventures and
practices, other parts of green building are additionally
important. For retail managers, 62% report recycling and
waste management of primary significance, while 63% of
hoteliers report the same. These owners are additionally
putting green building guidelines on their contractors and
suppliers. Seventy-seven percent of retail managers and
73% of hotel managers say they mandate green waste
handling practices from their builders and almost the same
rates report mandating reusing and composting from their
O and M builders [61, 62].

CONCLUSION

The hotels can be seen as the first experience of the
tourist. Each person’s background will lead individuals to
take different experiences from hotels and their
environment. It is conclusively proven that the tourist
industry is one of the most strategic points for each
economy. Also its been revealed that the tourism industry
has expensive energy requirements and tourists raise
overall consumption levels during their stay in hotels. All
tourism firms and agents are motivated predominantly by
economic driving forces to introduce or imitate new
production processes that have less energy consumption
with less effect on the environment, as result there is less
carbon emission in the atmosphere.

Here is the place where innovation in the tourism
industry is necessary. Aside from the tourism industry, in
all industries, the owners are looking for more benefits or
wins over the competition while customers are looking for
less expenditure. In other words, organizations are more
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competitive with innovation in today's cutthroat 3. Gopalakrishnan, S. and F. Damanpour, 1997. A review
competitive environment. It can be said that innovation is economics of innovation research in sociology and
an important competition tool for all industries. It’s the technology management, Omega, 25(1): 15-28.
way that owners can satisfy their customers and bring out 4. Ar, I.M. and B. Baki, 2010. Measuring the innovation
their organization’s attractiveness for more investment performance of Turkish science and technology
and buying of products. parks: An application of data envelopment analysis,

The innovation that has the most potential to occur The Proceedings of 6th International Strategic
in the tourism industry is green building design for hotels. Management    Conference,   St.  Petersburg-Russia,
The green hotels are about providing consumers green pp: 657-664.
production and service by using eco-friendly facilities, 5. Sener, S., M. Sarul and C. kose, 2010. The role of
however the green building design for hotels is about the innovation for reducing the effects of the crises, the
phase of construction and renovation of hotels. Green Proceeding of 6  international strategies
building hotels conserve and preserve by saving water, Management   Conference,   St.  Petersburg-Russia,
reducing energy use and reducing solid waste at the time pp: 647-655.
of construction and renovation of hotel buildings. This 6. Karatepe,   S.,  R.E.  Omay   and   S.G.   Gokce,   2010.
helps owners to pay less for energy and resources. The A study on the relationship between innovation
final result for the customers are more reasonable and performance and competiveness ranking of some
reduced fees. countries in the global economic crisis period,

In addition, it must be mentioned that these days Proceedings of 6  International Strategic
people’s awareness about the environment has increased. Management   Conference,   St.  Petersburg-Russia,
As people are becoming more satisfied by the eco-friendly pp: 665-674.
products, customers can be persuaded by green hotel 7. Hjalager, A.M., 1997. Innovation patters in
design to choose them as accommodation during their sustainable     tourism,     Tourism    Management,
trips. 18(1): 35-41.

Green building design can be seen as innovation in 8. Aldebert, B., R.J. Dang and C. Longhi, 2011.
the tourism industry by creating a competitive Innovation in the tourism industry: The case of
environment for hotels and helping to increase customers’ Tourism, Tourism Management, 32: 1204-1213.
attraction and satisfaction that comes from facilities being 9. Butler, J., 2008. The compelling “hard case” for
environmentally friendly and cheaper for them. As it’s “green” hotel development. Cornell Hospitality
said tourists come to enjoy the environment; if the Quarterly, 49(3): 234-244.
location is destroyed by hotels, then there is no 10. Tourism Council Australia Jointly with
environment for tourists to visit. Commonwealth of Australia, 1998. Being green keeps
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